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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW 
July 17, 2019 
 
KIM KAUFMAN 
KRIS TAMULIS 
 
 
Q.  So you guys have had quite a lot of fun with this before it was announced and now 
here we are.  What was it like after the first round?  Well, what's it like during the first 
round now that you've come off the course?  
 
KRIS TAMULIS:  I think it was just super easy.  Kim and I play together a lot.  We have a lot 
of fun together off the course and on the course, and we -- and even with our caddies.  We 
hit fairways as much as we could and hit a lot of greens and it was pretty easy.    
 
KIM KAUFMAN:  We didn't put ourselves in too much trouble.  I put her in a little bit of 
trouble on 4, we made a par, and I was thankful she had a great chip.  We didn't have too 
much stress out there.  I think we hit it like 16 greens and just kind of played it safe. 
 
Q.  So you two are obviously good friends off the course.  How did that relate on the 
course as you guys were going through as well? 
 
KRIS TAMULIS:  It was just like we always do.  We let each other, each person do their own 
shot, but we talked just like we would have if we were playing our own ball, which was fun.  I 
don't think either of us felt like we had to, you know -- we never apologized really.  You 
know, we're both doing the best we could and we're -- I think it was pretty stress-free. 
 
Q.  I was going to say, a common theme for this week has been that there is no sorry 
in team golf.  Would you guys agree with that sentiment? 
 
KIM KAUFMAN:  Yeah.  I think sometimes it's hard if you want to say sorry, but yeah, 
everyone -- no one plays perfect and everyone's trying, so I think that's a great rule to go by. 
 
KRIS TAMULIS:  It's more just "whoopsies."   
 
Q.  And then for tomorrow it's completely different.  What do you think just the 
strategy is going to be changing from this style of play to tomorrow's? 
 
KRIS TAMULIS:  It's almost kind of like playing a scramble because we already play really 
similar, but probably just depending on, you know, like clubs or like if you've got a great 
yardage in or something, being able to be a little bit more aggressive or conservative, just 
kind of depending on where everybody is.  But I think we're looking forward to that, too. 
 
KIM KAUFMAN:  I think it's funny, you play your own ball, but you actually play a little more 
together based on how they play as opposed to alternate shot.  I think it's fun because like, 
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say, if she's in for a par, you can run your birdie putt at it, don't leave it short and try to make 
a few that way, too. 
 


